
Choose your hotel

Poznan is a very compact city, therefore the diverse range of accommodation possibilities, from top
5-star hotels to modern and budget friendly hostels are mostly located comfortably within the city
center. All the IWA Conference hotels are located within a 15 minutes walk from the Poznań
University of Technology.

 

CLICK to CHOOSE YOUR HOTEL

 

 

Poznan is a very compact city, therefore the diverse range of accommodation possibilities, from top
5-star hotels to modern and budget friendly hostels are mostly located comfortably within the city
center. The standardization of 1 to 5 star hotels is something which will be widely used and accepted
throughout Europe. Poznań offers over 130 accommodation possibilities with about 13,000 beds,
most of which have been reviewed online allowing future guests to verify their quality and standard
before arrival.

Most hotels which can be used by IWA Conference participants are located in the city centre.

 

International hotel chains in Poznań:
Mariott International: Sheraton Hotel Poznań *****, Moxy Poznań Airport ***●

AccorHotels: Hotel Novotel Poznań Centrum **** , Hotel Mercure Poznań Centrum **** , ●

Ibis Poznań Centrum **
Hilton Worldwide: Hampton by Hilton Poznań Old Town ***●

Radisson Hotel Group: Park Inn by Radisson Poznan ****●

IBB Hotels: IBB Andersia Hotel ****●

NH Hotel Group: Hotel NH Poznań ****●

 

Hotels around Poznań University of Technology:
IBIS Poznań Stare Miasto **  (9 min walk, 700m from PUT)●

FOCUS Hotel Poznań ***  (10 min walk, 750m from PUT)●

HP Park Hotel ***  (22 min walk, 1,8km from PUT0●

Hotel Śródka ***  (15 min walk, 1,2 km from PUT)●

Park Inn by Radisson Poznań ****  (20 min walk, 1,5 km from PUT)●
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Novotel Poznań Malta ****  (30 min walk, 3,4 km from PUT)●

 

https://novotel-poznan-malta.booked.net/en/?_ga=2.139315447.590022889.1591608070-1626258221.1591608070&amp;_ga=2.139315447.590022889.1591608070-1626258221.1591608070
https://wc2016.ipsa.org/events/congress/wc2016/accommodation

